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Ongoing Work

Room Impulse Response
• Identify co-presence based on similarity of room echo 

pattern
• Our initial studies inconclusive

• New experiments planned for autumn

Existing Techniques

(Near-)Ultrasound messages:
• Easily blocked by walls; good for setting natural borders
• Active method, works despite silence
• Operates from 18kHz upwards → almost inaudible while 

not requiring ultrasound capabilities from devices

Silence signatures [1]
• Adapts to different devices
• Original sound impossible to recollect from signature
• Passive method, doesn’t work in complete silence

Motivation

• Devices are increasingly becoming smart and equipped 
with wireless connectivity (IoT enabled smart devices).

• Smart offices, smart homes, smart wearables

• Need for seamless (and wireless) information exchange 
between devices.

• Devices contain varying input and output capabilities 
→ no one-approach-fits-all solution

• Main research questions:

• How to ensure security of this information exchange?

• What modalities to use and how to make them 
operate robustly?

Research Contributions

• Whispair: extendable and modular framework for testing 
and deploying device association ( “pairing”) mechanisms 

• Implementations of two existing association mechanisms: 
silence signatures and ultrasound messages

• Novel active audio-based (near-ultrasound) association 
method for group association (using multichannel audio 
messages)

• Data set of room impulse responses collected in a variety 
of office environments and a large set of commodity 
smartphones 

Spectrogram for the UTF-8 
representation of “All your base are 
belong to us”, followed by Reed-
Solomon error correction codes and 
surrounded with a pre- and post-amble. 
8 channels, 1 channel per bit.

New audio encodings
• Increase the number of channels to increase 

bandwidth
• Error checking to recover from small noise
• Adaptive sensing to provide robustness against 

environmental factors

Silence signature for a section 
of recorded ambient sounds.

Why audio?

• Provides information about the device’s real-world 
context

• Provides a short-range out-of-band channel that is heavily 
constrained by walls

• Microphones and speakers available on most 
contemporary smart devices 

• May help us identify the device involved based on device-
specific artefacts in sound

• May allow us to identify a room based on how its 
properties affect the sound


